Between the Acts

The novel takes place in a country house somewhere in England, just before the Second World
War. It is the day when the annual pageant is to be performed in the grounds of the house. The
pageant is traditionally a celebration of English history, and is attended by the entire local
community. The owner of the house is Bartholomew Oliver, a widower and retired Indian
Army officer. His sister Lucy, who is also living in the house, is slightly eccentric but
harmless. Bartholomew has a son, Giles, who has a job in the city and is restless and
frustrated. His wife, Isa, is staying at the house with her two children and has lost interest in
Giles. She is attracted to a local gentleman farmer, Haines, although the relationship goes no
further than eye contact. In the course of the day, Mrs Manresa and her friend William Dodge
turn up and stay for the pageant. The pageant has been written by Miss La Trobe, a strange and
domineering spinster. The day is interspersed with events leading up to the pageant. Lucy
Swithin fusses around making all kinds of preparations, from the decorations to the food.
Bartholomew frightens his grandson by jumping out at him from behind a newspaper and then
calls him a coward when he cries. Mrs Manresa flirts with Bartholomew and Giles and is
clearly being provocative, and William Dodge is dismissed as obviously homosexual. The
pageant takes place in the evening and is made up of three main parts. After a prologue by a
child, the first scene is a Shakespearean scene with romantic dialogue. The second scene is a
parody of a restoration comedy, and the third scene is a panorama of Victorian triumph based
on a policeman directing the traffic in Hyde Park. The final scene is entitled Ourselves, at
which point Miss La Trobe shocks the audience by turning mirrors on them. The book ends
quietly with life returning to normal.
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'Between the Acts, ' is an artist poster commissioned by Flying Leaps created in response to
the Brexit negotiations. The iconic image of the white cliffs at. But what is less well-known is
that Woolf wrote a second novel also set on just one day: her last novel, Between the Acts ().
The novel is an. The Between the Acts Community Note includes chapter-by-chapter
summary and analysis, character list, theme list, historical context, author biography and.
Woolf called Between the Acts 'Pointz Hall' while she was writing it, the name of the
'middle-sized' (p.6) country house where the Oliver family live. The novel. Between the Acts:
Narrating the War Virginia Woolf began work on Between the Acts in April , working on the
text for the following eighteen months during. Complete summary of Virginia Woolf's
Between the Acts. eNotes plot summaries cover all the significant action of Between the Acts.
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